Background: The preoperative assessment of cartilage lesions is critical to surgical planning and decision making. The accurate radiographic determination of acetabular cartilage damage has remained elusive for modern imaging modalities, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and magnetic resonance arthrography (MRA). While risk factors have been individually described, no multivariable system exists for predicting high-grade cartilage damage.
A chondrolabral injury is manifested as progressive shearinduced separation of acetabular cartilage from the subchondral plate near the chondrolabral junction. 14, 24 Mild forms of the disease can consist of isolated cartilage softening, whereas progressive disease leads to peel back, generation of large flaps, and subsequent full-thickness cartilage loss. Intraoperative visualization of damage occurs commonly during hip arthroscopic surgery and open hip preservation surgery, with rates in femoroacetabular impingement (FAI) and dysplasia series ranging from 33% to 68%. 2, 4, 22, 26, 29 Given the significant influence of chondrolabral injuries on perioperative planning and preparation for potential cartilage intervention such as microfracture or future cell-based treatment options, the ability to predict which patients have high-grade cartilage damage would be of significant clinical utility, both for preoperative planning and possible prognostication. 15, 18, 25 To date, both simple radiographic and advanced imaging modalities, including magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), have yielded little in the way of diagnostic accuracy or precision. 17 In the 2018 study by Rajeev et al 24 using gadolinium injected under fluoroscopic guidance, the sensitivity of magnetic resonance arthrography (MRA) for predicting damage was 7%, with 98% specificity. The overall diagnostic accuracy was 73.5%, and the area under the curve (AUC) for detecting damage was 0.52. These results, which demonstrate very low sensitivity but high specificity, mirror others, which have noted sensitivity ranging from 22% to 30%. 2, 22 Without a full-thickness cartilage defect or subchondral cyst to allow for highly specific fluid accumulation under the delaminated area, it is difficult to visualize these pathological changes without direct articular interrogation and dynamic probing.
Male sex, age, and presence of a cam lesion have all been described as individual risk factors for high-grade acetabular damage, and the odds ratio (OR) for each of these risk factors has been published by high-volume hip arthroscopic surgery groups. 2, 3, 12, 26 However, to date, no validated multivariable scoring system has outlined an approach for simultaneously assessing the risk factors that may be present in any given patient. This information is vital for preoperative discussion with the patient and planning. If a cartilage treatment such as microfracture is performed, the intraoperative surgical procedure and postoperative rehabilitation are significantly altered for the surgeon and patient. 23 Preoperative knowledge of these defects is essential but currently lacking.
Therefore, the purpose of this study was to (1) describe easily assessed preoperative risk factors for intraoperatively visualized high-grade chondrolabral damage, (2) generate a readily employable, in-clinic scoring system with which patients can be assessed for the likelihood of chondrolabral damage, and (3) apply the scoring system to a prospectively collected validation cohort. Our hypotheses were that (1) established risk factors such as sex, cam morphology, and Tönnis grade would predict high-grade damage; (2) using multiple factors, a scoring system with a significant preoperative predictive value would be generated; and (3) the resultant score would demonstrate satisfactory performance in the prospectively collected validation cohort.
METHODS

Study Population and Design
This intraoperative and radiographic study included all patients undergoing hip arthroscopic surgery after the failure of comprehensive nonoperative management at 2 highvolume hip arthroscopic surgery centers (Mayo Clinic in Rochester, Minnesota; Mayo Clinic in Phoenix, Arizona). Patients consented to participate in research after institutional review board approval. Inclusion criteria consisted of (1) primary hip arthroscopic surgery between December 2007 and April 2017, (2) preoperative hip radiographs, and (3) written informed consent for research participation. Exclusion criteria consisted of (1) no digitally retrievable preoperative radiographs and (2) previous ipsilateral hip surgery ( Figure 1) . A second prospective cohort of patients who underwent surgery between April 2017 and February 2018 with the above-described inclusion and exclusion criteria served as a validation group for the scoring system generated based on the original study group. Values for this group served as a prospective application of the Rapidly Assessed Predictor of Intraoperative Damage (RAPID) score and were not available at the time of original score generation to ensure true prospective testing and validation.
Imaging
All patients had nonweightbearing anteroposterior (AP), Dunn, and cross-table lateral imaging of the symptomatic hip performed in addition to a centered AP view of the pelvis. Plain radiographs were used to assess Tönnis grade, 28 lateral center-edge angle (LCEA), 19 Tönnis angle, 27 alpha angle, 21 cam morphology, 16 and presence of an ischial spine sign, 13 indicative of acetabular retroversion. Cam morphology was defined as an alpha angle >55 on the Dunn view. Acetabular dysplasia was defined as an LCEA <25
. Pincer lesions were defined as an LCEA >40
or Tönnis angle <0 .
Surgical Technique
Surgery was performed by experienced hip arthroscopic surgeons (A.J.K., B.A.L., D.E.H.) in a dedicated operative setting for arthroscopic surgery. Patients were positioned in the modified supine position, and anterolateral and midanterior portals were created. Additional use of the anterior, distal anterolateral, and posterolateral portals was employed as needed. Patient positioning and the operative approach have been described in detail previously.
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Diagnostic arthroscopic surgery was performed to evaluate the labral and acetabular chondral status, which was documented in operative notes as well as on standardized research forms. Damage observed at the time of direct arthroscopic visualization was graded according to the acetabular labrum articular disruption (ALAD) classification system, with grade 1 defined as softening of the cartilage adjacent to the labrum, grade 2 as early peel-back of cartilage, grade 3 as large chondral flaps, and grade 4 as complete loss of cartilage.
14 After diagnostic arthroscopic surgery, subsequent intraoperative procedures included labral repair, cam and pincer resection, microfracture, and chondroplasty, as indicated.
Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to present demographic data with means, standard deviations, and percentages, as appropriate. Patients with high-grade (ALAD grade 3-4) lesions were compared with those without high-grade lesions using the Fisher exact test for proportions and the Mann-Whitney U test for nominal values to determine univariate predictors of chondrolabral damage.
A predictive scoring system was generated by entering all variables with a univariate predictive value into a multivariable binary regression model. Subsequently, the ideal set of predictive variables was determined using stepwise regression employing the Akaike information criterion (AIC). 1 Using the AIC, goodness of fit could be quantified and optimized for univariate predictive variables while penalizing overfitted models that contained more parameters than justified by the data. The AUC was used to evaluate the predictive ability of the RAPID score on the retrospectively and prospectively collected groups. Additionally, analysis of variance was performed to determine whether cartilage damage stratification using the RAPID score was similar between the retrospective and prospective groups.
A priori analysis was used to determine the mean group sample size needed to demonstrate a 15% difference of the proportion of patients with high-grade damage at an alpha of 0.05 and power of 0.95. The resulting estimated mean sample size was 252 per group. Testing was 2-sided, and P values <.05 were considered statistically significant. Analyses were conducted in G*Power 3.1.9.2 9,10 and R 3.4.3 (R Core Team).
RESULTS
We analyzed 652 primary hip arthroscopic procedures performed between December 2007 and April 2017 on 614 patients (390 female, 224 male). The mean age was 33.2 ± 12.5 years, and the mean body mass index (BMI) was 26.9 ± 5.5 kg/m 2 . Of the study patients, 97% of patients underwent surgery for labral tears (93% repair, 7% debridement), and 61% had concurrent indications for FAI (81% isolated cam, 9% isolated pincer, 10% combined), 2% underwent synovectomy, and 40% had intraoperatively addressed subspine impingement. A total of 298 patients were noted to have ALAD grade 3 to 4 lesions (high grade), and 354 patients were found to have ALAD grade 2 lesions (low grade), meeting the 252 patients per group necessary for a priori power analysis.
Significant differences were observed in age at surgery, sex, BMI, Tönnis grade, and alpha angle between patients with intraoperatively documented high-grade versus lowgrade lesions (Table 1) . Also, 70.2% of patients in the highgrade group and 44.2% of patients in the low-grade group had cam morphology (P < .01), whereas a similar proportion of patients in the high-grade (15.1%) and low-grade (12.8%) groups had pincer morphology (P ¼ .51).
Univariate predictors of high-grade chondrolabral damage were subsequently analyzed using binomial models. Age 35 years (OR, 1.96; P < .01), male sex (OR, 3.11; P < .01), cam morphology (OR, 2.96; P < .01), and Tönnis grade 1 to 2 (grade 1: OR, 4.14; P < .01, and grade 2: OR, 9.29; P < .01) were determined to be significant univariate risk factors for intraoperatively documented ALAD grade 3 and 4 lesions ( Table 2) . While the observed difference of 1.2 kg/m 2 in BMI between the high-and low-grade groups was found to be significant in groupwise comparisons (P < .01), this small absolute difference was considered to have a poor clinical discriminatory value.
After univariate analysis, multivariable analysis for the predictors of high-grade chondrolabral damage was performed using stepwise regression with the AIC and assessment of the relative damage risk represented by each predictive factor. The optimal model generated a readily employable, in-clinic scoring system-the RAPID score-which was based on sex, Tönnis grade, and cam morphology (Table 3) . Age and BMI were found to be of poor predictive value and were therefore not included in the final model. RAPID scores were calculated and applied to our data set to determine receiver operating characteristics (ROCs). Patients with increasing RAPID scores demonstrated increased rates of intraoperatively visualized ALAD grade 3 and 4 lesions, with a 10.5% risk for patients with 0 points and an 88.0% risk for those with 5 points (P < .01) (Figure 2 ).
Prospective Score Verification
After score generation, the RAPID score was validated using a cohort of 167 primary hip arthroscopic procedures performed immediately after the initial study period, from April 2017 to February 2018. Validation data served as a unique set of primary arthroscopic procedures, previously blinded and not viewed or analyzed during the creation of the RAPID score. The observed proportion of patients in the validation group with high-grade damage predicted by the RAPID score was similar to that observed in the original study group from which the RAPID score was generated (P ¼ .09) (Figure 3) , supporting the generalizability of the score.
For further analysis of the ROCs of the RAPID score, ROC curves and their associated AUCs were generated for both the study and validation groups (Figure 4) . The 2 curves were observed to be similar, with AUCs that differed by 0.003 (P ¼ .943), demonstrating that the RAPID score had a similar predictive value for both the study group and the previously blinded data from the validation group.
DISCUSSION
The preoperative prediction of high-grade chondrolabral damage is of significant clinical value because of consequences for perioperative planning and preparation. The treatment of cartilage defects can potentially require special equipment and preoperative planning for the surgeon and alters the postoperative rehabilitation for the patient. To date, risk factors such as older age, Tönnis grade, and presence of cam deformities have been described on an individual basis. However, there has been no readily available multivariable system with which to preoperatively stratify patients by the damage risk. Our hypotheses were confirmed in that established risk factors such as sex, cam morphology, and Tönnis grade predicted damage and that the combination of such factors could be used both retrospectively and prospectively to predict high-grade damage. Our finding that male sex is predictive of damage is consistent with the previous literature, including 64 arthroscopic procedures described by Anderson et al, 2 1502 patients reported by Suarez-Ahedo et al, 26 and 167 patients in the series by Beaulé et al, 3 all of which provided ORs for male patients ranging between 2.24 and 4.00. While male patients with FAI have been observed to more commonly demonstrate cam morphology as opposed to female patients, both male sex and the presence of a cam lesion were found to be independent predictors of damage in our final multivariable model.
The significance of cam morphology in predicting damage is likely biomechanical in nature. 3, 12 It is thought that outside-in shearing contact of the abnormal femoral headneck junction with the anterosuperior acetabulum during hip flexion and internal rotation is the causative factor for damage. 3 The association between cam morphology and premature arthroplasty is well documented, and a mechanical cause is further supported by published increases in the degenerative risk observed with increasing cam severity. 3, 11, 20, 30 A biomechanical basis is also supported when considering our female population in isolation. Although classically associated with male sex, when we performed a female-only subanalysis, cam morphology conferred a 99% increased risk of high-grade damage (P < .01).
While Tönnis grade is a described risk factor for damage, the previous literature has assessed this variable on its own. 4 This limits its clinical utility, as damage is likely the product of the interaction of multiple variables. To our knowledge, Anderson et al 2 have been the only previous group to investigate multivariable predictors of damage. However, their study was not well powered, consisting of only 64 arthroscopic procedures. 2 Only ORs were presented for the factors described, and the operating performance of this model was not reported, significantly limiting its clinical utility. The group also investigated risk scores for damage as they relate to measures of cam and pincer morphology (pistol grip deformity, femoral neck impingement cyst). Neither score attained statistical significance.
By using the AIC, we believe that we have been able to produce a system that maximizes the predictive ability of the data while providing a parsimonious solution with 3 simple variables (sex, Tönnis grade, cam morphology), which can be readily and rapidly assessed in the clinic using history and radiographs. In addition, the use of a validation group is a particular strength of our study. We find it self-evident that a predictive score, based on a study data set, should perform well when applied to the data set from which it was calculated. The observation that the RAPID score, when applied to the previously blinded 2-center validation group, had an AUC statistically equivalent to the original study data greatly strengthens the notion that this score is generalizable. However, further study is warranted for patient populations found outside our health system. The ROCs of the proposed RAPID score are also worth discussion. The RAPID score was able to predict the progressively increasing risk of intraoperatively observed damage, from 10.5% for a RAPID score of 0 points to 88.0% for a RAPID score of 5 points, providing clinically useful stratification. The observed AUCs of 0.75 and 0.76 for the study and validation groups, respectively, also demonstrate predictive capabilities that are approximately 50% greater than the AUC of 0.52 published for MRA by Rajeev et al. 24 A RAPID score of 5 was found to be highly indicative of damage, with a specificity of 99.1%. While there is certainly room for predictive improvement, the easily assessed nature of the RAPID score, requiring only history and hip radiographs, lends added clinical value to this score.
Examples of the clinical utility of the RAPID score are patients with indeterminate MRI findings or artifacts such as those left by motion or nearby implants. In this case, the RAPID score can serve to better inform nonspecific data, especially given the previously demonstrated limitations of MRI in the femoroacetabular joint. A patient with indeterminate imaging findings but a RAPID score of 4 to 5 (74%-88% risk of high-grade cartilage damage) should be preoperatively counseled for the high likelihood of the performing surgeon's preferred intervention for high-grade lesions (ie, microfracture that can require partial weightbearing during the course of recovery or the potential for 2-stage surgery in the setting of autologous chondrocyte implantation [ACI] or matrix-induced ACI). In the case of cell-based procedures such as ACI, high RAPID scores can also serve to prompt case preparation in anticipation of cartilage biopsy for expansion.
The RAPID score is generalizable and able to stratify the cartilage damage risk for patients with varying pathological patterns. A female patient with Tönnis grade 1 and no cam lesion and also a male patient with a cam lesion and Tönnis grade 0 will both have a RAPID score of 2 but appear as quite distinct entities clinically. In our series, of the 95 patients who met the criteria of the female example described above, 38% of them were intraoperatively documented to have high-grade cartilage damage, whereas of the 39 male patients meeting the scenario described above, 33% of them had high-grade damage. This further highlights the value of the easily calculated RAPID score in the clinic. While these patients represent 2 distinct clinical entities, the AIC-optimized RAPID score accurately predicts intraoperatively documented high-grade delamination for both patients, with an estimated risk of 37%, thus providing a simple scoring method to assist clinical decision making.
Our study has important limitations. While variables for the study group were prospectively collected, they were retrospectively analyzed and are dependent on accurate and complete documentation by providers. This is greatly mitigated by the use of standardized forms filled out at the time of arthroscopic intervention. Additionally, while the RAPID score demonstrated satisfactory, comparable ROCs when applied to the validation group, the validation group consisted of 167 patients, or 26% of the original study group, limiting statistical power in comparisons between the score's performance in the 2 groups. Finally, the study presented is the product of 2 high-volume institutions that, aside from performing primary hip arthroscopic surgery, also perform many revision procedures annually. Further research is warranted to ensure the broad applicability of the RAPID score at other institutions, and this is currently underway.
CONCLUSION
While preoperative MRI has diagnostic value for hip arthroscopic surgery, the RAPID score provides added benefit as a readily employable, in-clinic system for predicting highgrade damage. The discriminatory value of the RAPID score compares favorably with previous MRI and MRA studies. We have found this to be of significant value when evaluating patients, counseling them on likely intraoperative findings and possible alterations in postoperative rehabilitation, and making preparations for hip arthroscopic surgery.
